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JANDY Ministry will be presenting "Dino Days"
An age appropriate study of creation for your children that will captivate their minds and hearts by
learning about God and His amazing creation! Children are encouraged to put on the full armor of
God to withstand the enemy. Our strength is in our knowledge… we need to know what the Bible
teaches and be ready to give an answer when people have questions.
Session one: In the Beginning; Featuring Dinosaurs
uses Gospel Illusions and a comedy skit to reinforce that God created everything.
Session two: Dinosaurs and Evolution
is more about dinosaurs. Topics discussed are: when were dinosaurs created, what is a dinosaur,
what happened to the dinosaurs and are dating methods accurate. Other topics discussed are: why
doesn't the Bible mention dinosaurs? Did Birds evolve from dinosaurs? Did we evolve from apelike
creatures? Gospel illusions are used.
Session three: Dragons: The Stuff Legends are Made of:
Dragons are mentioned in the Bible. Dragons are part of many cultures and legends. Could dragons
be dinosaurs? Gospel Illusion are used.
Session four: Noah’s Ark
A puppet show and balloon creations are used to discuss the size of the ark, the animals, their stay
on the ark, God’s judgment and covenant. We will also discuss misconceptions about the ark.
Session five: Kids have questions. God has answers
Balloon Creations and Illusions are used to answer Questions kid's have Topics include: Do aliens
exist? Why do we look differently? What about languages? Is all of the Bible true?
Session Six: The Most Incredible Thing God Has Done:
Many different plants and animals are discussed revealing some of their amazing attributes. God
designed them that way!

JANDY Ministry’s mission is to glorify God, to teach God's truths and to equip others to do the same! "We
stand on the absolute authority of God's Word without compromise and proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ."

